Despite being a fundamental dimension of experience, how the human brain generates the perception of time remains unknown. Predominant models of human time perception propose the existence of oscillatory neural processes that continually track physical time -so called pacemakers -similar to the system clock of a computer 1,2,3 . However, clear neural evidence for pacemakers at psychologically relevant timescales is lacking, raising the question of whether internal pacemakers are necessary for time perception. Here we show that clock-like pacemaker processes are not required for human time perception. We built an artificial neural system based on a feed-forward image classification network 4 , functionally similar to human visual processing 5, 6 . In this system, input videos of natural scenes drive changes in activation within an image classification network and accumulation of salient changes in activations are used to estimate time. Estimates produced by this system match human reports made about the same videos, replicating key qualitative aspects such as report variability proportional to duration (scalar variability/Weber's law) and response regression to the mean (Vierordt's law) 2 . Systemgenerated estimates also differentiate by scene type, such as walking around a busy city or sitting in a cafe, producing the same pattern of differences as human reports. Our results show how time perception can be derived from the operation of non-temporal perceptual classification processes, without any neural pacemaker, opening new opportunities for investigating the neural foundations of this central aspect of human experience.
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We recorded video of natural scenes such as walking through a city or the countryside, or sitting in an office or cafe. These videos were split into trials of one of thirteen durations between 1 and 64 seconds. Human participants watched these videos and made estimates of the presented video duration using a visual analogue scale ( Fig. 1) while we recorded their gaze position using eye-tracking.
These same trial videos were used as the basis for input to a pretrained feed-forward image classification network 4 . To estimate time, the system measured whether the Euclidean distance between successive activation patterns within a given layer, driven by the video input, exceeded a dynamic threshold (Fig. 2) . For a given layer, when the activation difference exceeded the threshold a salient change was determined to have occurred, and a unit of time was accumulated. We implemented a dynamic threshold for each layer following a decaying exponential corrupted by Gaussian noise and that reset whenever (Fig. 2) . (C) Frames from a video used as a stimulus for human participants and input for simulated experiments. Human participants provided reports of the duration of a video in seconds using a visual analogue scale. a measured difference exceeded it, approximating the role of normalisation processes known to occur in biological sensory systems 10, 11 . In order to transform the accumulated, abstract temporal units extracted by the system into a measure of time in standard units (seconds) for comparison with human reports, we trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to estimate the duration of the videos based on the accumulated salient changes (see Methods for full details of system design and training).
We initially had the system produce estimates under two input scenarios. In one scenario, the whole video frame was used as input. In the other, input was spatially constrained by biologically relevant filtering -the approximation of human visual attention by a 'spotlight' centered on real human gaze fixation. The extent of this spotlight approximated an area equivalent to human parafoveal vision and was centered on the participants' fixation measured for each precise timepoint in the video. Only the pixels inside this spotlight were used as input to the system. Figure 2 : Depiction of the time estimation system. Salient differences in network activation driven by video input are accumulated and transformed into standard units for comparison with human reports. The left side shows visualisations of archetypal features to which layers in the classification network are responsive (adapted from 7, 8, 9 ). The bottom left shows two consecutive frames of video input. The connected coloured nodes depict network structure and activation patterns in each layer in the classification network for the inputs. L 2 gives the Euclidean distance between network activations to successive inputs for a given network layer (layers conv2, pool5, fc7, output). In the Feature Extraction stage, the value of L 2 for a given network layer is compared to a dynamic threshold (red line). When L 2 exceeds the threshold level, a unit of subjective time is determined to have passed and is accumulated to form the base estimate of time. A regression method (support vector machine) is applied to convert this abstract time estimate into standard units (seconds).
As time estimates generated by the system were made on the same videos as the reports made by humans, we could directly compare human and system estimates. Fig. 3 shows duration estimates produced by human participants and our system under the different input scenarios. Reports produced by our participants (Fig. 3A) demonstrated qualities typically found for human estimates of time: overestimation of short durations and underestimation of long durations (regression of responses to the mean/Vierordt's law), and variance of reports proportional to the reported duration (scalar variability/Weber's law).
System estimates produced when the full video frame was input ( Fig. 3B ; Full-frame model) revealed qualitative properties similar to human reports, though the degree of over and underestimation was exaggerated. This result demonstrates that the basic method of our system, accumulation of salient differences in network activation, can produce estimates of time -the slope of estimation is non-zero and short durations are discriminated from long durations by our system. However, while clearly able to produce temporal estimates and replicate qualitative aspects of human reports, the overall performance of the system in this case doesn't closely follow that of our human participants (Fig. 3E, F) .
When the video input to the system was constrained to approximate human visual attention by taking into account gaze position ("Gaze" model), system-produced estimates closely approximated reports made by human participants (Fig. 3B , E, F). This result was not simply due to the spatial reduction of input caused by the gazecontingent spatial filtering, nor the movement of the input frame itself. When the gaze-contingent filtering was applied to videos other than the one from which gaze was recorded (i.e. gaze recorded while viewing one video then applied to a different video; "Shuffled" model), system estimates were poorer (Fig. 3D ). These results indicate that the contents of where humans look in a scene play a key role in time perception.
To further test the idea that the contents of viewing play a fundamental role in time perception, and that our system reproduces this quality, we examined how system estimates differed by scene type. In our test videos, three different scenes could be broadly identified: scenes filmed moving around a city, moving around a leafy university campus and surrounding countryside, or from relatively stationary viewpoints inside a cafe or office. Based on the idea that a more varied input should lead to more varied activation within the network layers, and therefore greater accumulation of salient changes, we looked at how many salient changes were accumulated by the system when given each scene type as input. As shown in (Fig. 4A ), when the system was shown city scenes, which we would expect to be more visually dynamic and contain more changes in input over time, the system accumulated the greatest number of salient changes. This was true for each layer of the network that we examined. When the system was shown videos of scenes from moving around the campus or countryside, fewer salient changes were accumulated than the city, but more than the relatively stationary scenes of a cafe or office.
When we examined human estimates of duration for the different scene types, we found the same pattern of differences as for the system; human participants reported city scenes as longer in duration than campus/countryside and cafe/office scenes ( Fig. 4B) (overall, human participants underestimated the duration of all scenes, but underestimated the duration of city scenes the least, indicating that city scenes were perceived as longer in duration). This scene dependency of time shows that the basic information from which our system estimates time is qualitatively similar to human participants -even without the final step of transforming accumulated salient changes into standard units of physical time. Both the location in the scene where information related to time can be found (gaze-contingency of time perception), and the broad temporal properties of different scenes appear to be key features for humans and our system when estimating time. These findings demonstrate that human-like time perception can be accomplished in the absence of processes that explicitly track physical time, as required by pacemaker-based proposals.
A potential criticism of our work would be that we haven't eliminated the need for a pacemaker, but simply found a proxy for its operation. However, such criticisms miss the point of our approach. Pacemaker-based models necessitate that time is estimated from an internal operation that attempts to match physical time -analogous to a computer system clock. Our approach moves away from the requirement that subjective time be tightly related to physical time in this way. For our system, accumulated temporal units don't represent the passage of physical time as in pacemaker-based systems, they are subjective time. Consequently, our model can easily account for many distortions in subjective time, such as the commonly reported experience of "Time flies when you're having fun". By contrast, pacemakerbased approaches require a change in internal pacemaker operation, such as spontaneous changes in pacemaker rates (e.g. 12 ) to produce such cases. One might still worry that we do retain an underlying physical pacemaker because calculation of salient network activation changes occurs at some frequency. In the reported model, the video was input and activation difference calculated at 30 Hz. However, it is easy to demonstrate that the update rate is not the predominant feature in determining time estimates. If it were, duration estimates for the "Gaze" versus "Shuffled" models would be highly similar, as they contain the same input rate (30 Hz) and temporal features induced by movement of the gaze spotlight. However, this is clearly not the case (Fig. 3C)  and (Fig. 3D) . To thoroughly reject the idea that system update rate was the main determinant of time estimation in our system, we compared the salient changes accumulated by the system when inputing the "normal" videos at 30 Hz, with accumulated changes under three conditions: videos in which the frame rate was halved (skipped every second frame), videos in which some frames were skipped psuedorandomly with a frequency of 20%, or videos input at 30Hz, but with the video frames presented in a shuffled order. We found that the manipulations of frame rate (skipping every second frame or 20% of frames) produced only small differences in accumulated changes over time compared to the normal input videos (Fig. 5) . However, when the input rate was kept at 30 Hz, but the presentation order of the frames was shuffled, thereby disrupting the flow of content in the video, the number of accumulated changes was very different (Fig. 5) . These results underline that our system was producing temporal estimates based predominantly on the content of the scene, not the update rate of the system.
While the update rate is not critical in our system, how a biological system such as the human brain produces a comparison of successive activation states in sensory networks is an interesting question. Previous work has implicated sub-cortical areas such as the basal ganglia and the striatum in time perception( 1,2 ). Responses of medium-spiny projection neurons (MSN), the most prevalent type of neuron in the striatum, have been shown to encode time intervals with a bell-shaped distribution of errors that expands over time proportionally, like human reports 1 . MSN are known to have a many-to-one input configuration, are highly connected with cortical sensory areas, and have uncommonly high firing thresholds. In previous pacemaker-based models, such as the striatal-beat-frequency model (SBF 1,2 ) striatal neurons, due to their connectivity, are thought to act as integrators and fire when neural pacemaker oscillations occur synchronously. Alternatively, we propose that striatal neurons may be firing in response to the difference between successive states of sensory networks, acting as the difference calculator depicted in (Fig. 2) . Striatal lateral inhibition 13 and shortterm depression of striatal afferents have the potential to ensure that a new sensory state would be accumulated only once. In addition, shortterm potentiation of striatal connections to the rest of the basal ganglia nuclei could encode the accumulated features (i.e. subjective units of time). Outputs from striatal MSNs would communicate the accumulation of time to the remainder of basal ganglia circuitry. This view of the role of the basal ganglia in time perception is intriguing as it facilitates integration of the extant literature of time perception-related neural regions with our finding that no pacemaker-like processes are required for a sensory system to estimate time.
Our results demonstrate that internal pacemaker operations are not necessary for modeling the quantitative properties of human time perception. System-produced time estimates replicated well-known features of human reports of time that differed based on biologically relevant cues, such as where in a scene sensory input is coming from, as well as the general content of a scene. That our system produces human-like time estimates based on only natural video inputs is a major achievement in building artificial systems with human-like temporal cognition, and presents a fresh opportunity to understand human perception and experience of time. Stimuli Experimental stimuli were based on videos collected throughout the City of Brighton in the UK, the University of Sussex campus, and the local surrounding area. They were recorded using a GoPro Hero 4 at 60 Hz and 1920 x 1080 pixels, from face height. These videos were processed into candidate stimulus videos 165 minutes in total duration, at 30 Hz and 1280 x 720 pixels. To create individual trial videos, a psuedo-random list of 4290 trials was generated -330 repetitions of each of 13 durations (1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 48, 64s) . The duration of each trial was psuedo-randomly assigned to the equivalent number of frames in the 165 minutes of video. There was no attempt to restrict overlap of frames between different trials. The complete trial list and associated videos are available in the Supplemental Data.
Methods Participants
For computational experiments when we refer to the 'full frame' we used the center 720 x 720 pixel patch from the video (56 percent of pixels; approximately equivalent to 18 degrees of visual angle (dva) for human observers). When computational experiments used human gaze data, a 400 x 400 pixel patch was centered on the gaze position measured from human participants on that specific trial (about 17 percent of the image; approximately 10 dva for human observers).
Computational model architecture The computational model is made up of four parts: 1) A classification deep neural network, 2) an attention mechanism, 3) a set of accumulators and 4) a regression scheme. We used the convolutional deep neural network AlexNet 4 available through the python library caffe 14 . AlexNet has been pretrained to classify high-resolution images in the LSVRC-2010 ImageNet training set 15 into 1000 different classes, with state-of-the-art performance. It consists of five convolutional layers, some of which are followed by normalisation and max-pooling layers, and two fully connected layers before the final 1000 class probability output. It has been argued that convolutional networks' connectivity and functionality resemble the connectivity and processing taking place in human visual processing 16 and thus we use this network as the main visual processing system for our computational model. At each time-step (30 Hz), a video frame is fed into the input layer of the network and the subsequent higher layers are activated. For each frame, we extract the activations of all neurons from layers conv2, pool5, fc7 and the output probabilities. For each layer, we calculate the Euclidean distance between successive states. If the activations are similar, the Euclidean distance will be low, while the distance between neural ac- tivations corresponding to frames which include different objects will be high. An attention mechanism is implemented to dynamically calibrate the detection of changes between neural activations resulting from successive frames. Each of the four layers has an initial threshold value for the distance in neural space. This threshold decays with some stochasticity (Eq. 1) over time to replicate normalised attention. A new salient feature for each layer is registered once the Euclidean distance between activations for two successive frames exceeds this threshold, the counter in each of the layers' accumulators is incremented by one and the threshold of that layer is reset to its maximum value. The purpose of a decaying attention is to accommodate for various environments with too few or too many features. Implementation details for each layer can be found in the table below.
where T k t is the threshold value of k th layer at timestep t and D increments by one at every timestep to generate the decaying exponential. T k max , T k min and τ k are the maximum threshold value, minimum threshold value and decay timeconstant for k th layer respectively, values for which are provided in Table 1 . Stochastic noise drawn from a Gaussian is added to the threshold and α a dividing constant to adjust the variance of the noise.
The number of accumulated features in the accumulators represent the elapsed duration between two points in time. In order to convert this information to physical time, a simple regression method was used based on epsilon-Support Vector Regression (SVR) from sklearn python toolkit 17 . The kernel used was the radial basis function with a kernel coefficient of 10 −4 and a penalty parameter for the error term of 10 −3 . We used 10-fold cross-validation. To produce the presented data, we used 9 out of 10 groups for training and one (i.e. 10% of data) for testing. This process was repeated 10 times so that each group was used for validation only once. Comparison of system accumulation of salient changes depending on input frame rate and composition of the input video. Each panel shows the normalised root-mean squared difference between the accumulated salient changes in the system when given the normal input video at 30 Hz, compared to input videos at half the frame rate, inputs videos with 20% of frames pseudo-randomly skipped, and input videos presented at 30 Hz (same as the normal input videos), but with the order of presentation of the video frames shuffled. The manipulations of frame rate (halving or skipping 20%) had little effect on the accumulated changes (blue and orange lines), while shuffling the order of presentation of the frames altered the accumulation of salient changes dramatically (green lines).
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